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Technical Notes

Sensitivity Analysis and the Expected Value
of Perfect Information
JAMES C. FELLI, PhD, GORDON B. HAZEN, PhD
Measures of decision sensitivity that have been applied to medical decision problems
examined. Traditional threshold proximity methods have recently been supplemented by probabilistic sensitivity analysis, and by entropy-based measures of sensitivity. The authors propose a fourth measure based upon the expected value of
perfect information (EVPI), which they believe superior both methodologically and pragmatically. Both the traditional and the newly suggested sensitivity measures focus entirely on the likelihood of decision change without attention to corresponding changes
in payoff, which are often small. Consequently, these measures can dramatically overstate problem sensitivity. EVPI, on the other hand, incorporates both the probability of
a decision change and the marginal benefit of such a change into a single measure,
and therefore provides a superior picture of problem sensitivity. To lend support to this
contention, the authors revisit three problems from the literature and compare the
results of sensitivity analyses using probabilistic, entropy-based, and EVPI-based measures. Key words: sensitivity analysis; expected value of perfect information. (Med
Decis Making 1998;18:95-109)
were

The effective management of uncertainty is one of
the most fundamental problems in decision making.
While uncertainty can arise from a plethora of
sources and assume a multitude of forms, in this
paper we focus on parametric uncertainty within
the framework of quantitative medical decisionmaking models. Such models typically contain several parameters whose values are unknown and
must be estimated by the decision maker (e.g., disease incidence rates, the likelihood of drug side effects, the sensitivity and specificity of diagnostic
tests). Currently, most medical decision models rely
on point estimates for input parameters, although
the uncertainty surrounding these values is well recognized.l2 Because the values decision makers assign to input parameters greatly determine the output of their models, it is natural that they should be
interested in the relationship between changes in
those values and subsequent changes in model output. This relationship constitutes the underpinning
of a class of analytic procedures collectively referred
to

as

Common sense dictates that a quantitative model
large fluctuations in output in response

that shows
to

to the parameter, whereas a
model that shows only slight output variations for
substantial perturbations is insensitive to the parameter. But sensitive in what respect? Because we are
concerned with models designed to identify a preferred course of action, most often a treatment strategy, we must draw an important distinction between
value sensitivity and decision sensitivity. Given some
change in the input parameters, value sensitivity refers to a change in the magnitude of a model’s optimal value; decision sensitivity, on the other hand,
refers to a change in the preferred alternative identified by the model. It is possible for a decision
model to simultaneously have high levels of value
sensitivity and little or no decision sensitivity, or vice
versa. Many formal SA procedures focus entirely on
decision rather than value sensitivity.
As decision-modeling tools and the techniques
available for their solution have become more sophisticated, the role of SA has become more prominent and decision makers’ requirements of SA have
become better defined. We examine and critique
three measures of decision sensitivity that have been
utilized in the medical decision-making literature,
based upon threshold proximity, probability of a
threshold crossing, and entropy. We then propose
the use of a new sensitivity indicator based upon the
expected value of perfect information (EVPI). We

sensitivity analysis (SA).
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Surgery with Post-Operative Radiation. By examining the proximity of the base value (Fo, Qo) to
neighboring thresholds and comparing it with his

to be

her beliefs about the likely values of F and Q, the
decision maker can get a feel for how the optimal
alternative is likely to change with variations in F
and Q. For example, Plante et al. believed it quite
likely that F could fall below the F = 1.12 threshold,
thereby shifting the preferred alternative to Primary
Surgery. They therefore concluded that the optimality of the Surgery with Post-Operative Radiation
alternative was very sensitive to the value of F.
Threshold-proximity SAs can be conducted for a
single parameter, or for two or more parameters
simultaneously. Graphic displays such as the one
presented in figure 1, however, become difficult to
construct and interpret for SAs involving three parameters, and next to impossible for four or more
parameters. This is unfortunate, as one- and twoway SAs may not capture the full sensitivity of the
base-optimal alternative to multiple parameters considered simultaneously. It may be the case, for instance, that a decision is insensitive to the variations
of some parameters in a set individually, but sensi5
tive to their simultaneous variation. 4
The lack of graphic representation for multiparametric SA makes it difficult for the decision maker
to estimate the likelihood of a threshold’s crossing
when several parameters are allowed to vary jointly.
Some researchers have advocated the calculation of
the distance in parameter space from the point defined by the parameters’ base values to the nearest
threshold as a numerical proxy for this likelihood.6-1° The choice of an appropriate distance metric then becomes an issue, as difficulties can arise
due to noncommensurable units of measure across
parameters, or due to the choice between different
but equivalent ways of jointly defining parameters.&dquo; 12 Presently, the lack of established guidelines
for differentiating between&dquo;sensitivity&dquo; and&dquo;insensitivity&dquo; under threshold-proximity SA can result in
essentially arbitrary interpretation of analytic results.2sAn alternate approach to multiparametric
SA, which bypasses these difficulties, is probabilistic
sensitivity analysis, which we discuss next.
or

FIGURE 1

threshold

Two-way

parameters

F and

proximity sensitivity analysis

for

Q

present what we believe to be convincing arguments
that EVPI-based

sensitivity analysis is the proper way
simple example, we demonstrate
how threshold proximity, probabilistic, and entropybased measures can dramatically overstate problem
sensitivity compared with EVPI. The reason is the
to

proceed.

In

a

exclusive focus of the former measures on the likelihood of decision change. In contrast, EVPI not only
considers the probability of decision change but also
takes into account the payoff differential resulting
from such a change. We assert that the same overstatement of sensitivity can occur in real decision
problems, and substantiate this assertion by comparing the results of probabilistic, entropy-based,
and EVPI-based SAs for a selection of three problems taken from the medical literature.

Threshold

Proximity Measures

Threshold proximity measures use distance to a
threshold as a proxy for decision sensitivity. Figure
1, adapted from Plant et al.3 depicts a two-way sensitivity analysis of this type for model parameters F
and Q, the &dquo;fold-increase in disease-free survival&dquo;
and &dquo;quality of life after surgery&dquo; for a patient with
stage III squamous cell carcinoma of the pyriform
sinus. These parameters are valued from 1 to 1.5
and from 0 to 1, respectively. In figure 1, the (F, Q)
parameter space is partitioned into three regions,
each of which represents a mix of values of F and
Q for which a particular treatment alternative is optimal. Boundaries shared by two regions are called
thresholds and designate indifference between adjacent alternatives.
The DM’s base values* of F and Q determine a
base point (Fo, Qo) in the (F, Q) space, as illustrated
in figure 1, and identify the base-optimal alternative

Probabilistic Measures
Probabilistic SA techniques require the decision
maker to assign a probability distribution to each
uncertain parameter, reflecting the likely value of
that parameter. This method represents a paradigm

*The base value of a parameter is the value the decision
maker uses in the initial, baseline analysis of his or her decision

problem.
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shift from

phasis

on

threshold-proximity SA by virtue of its emthe probability of a threshold’s crossing

rather than the distance to the threshold.
Because the decision maker must provide distributions for problem parameters under examination,
he or she must think about these uncertain quantities in some detail before the SA can be performed.
In general, this task should not prove cumbersome,
as the required level of detail is a natural extension
of the thought processes already employed in the
initial modeling of the problem. For example, the
decision maker may have estimated the probability
of a key event in the decision model. This probability
represents the long-term relative frequency of the
event in question, about which the decision maker
may have residual uncertainty.1314 The decision
maker can select bounds for or construct a confidence interval about the estimate to formalize this
second order uncertainty; however, a more complete formalization would be to specify, in accordance with his or her beliefs, a probability distribution over all possible values of the parameter.
This latter task must be performed for all parameters for which the decision maker desires to perform probabilistic SA.
As an illustration, consider again the thresholdproximity analysis presented in figure 1. The base
value of the parameter F is 1.3 and the threshold
value is 1.12. Numerically, the value 1.3 is physically
&dquo;close&dquo; to the threshold, but is it &dquo;close enough&dquo; to
constitute sensitivity of the base-optimal alternative
to F? This is where the decision maker’s beliefs
about the behavior of F play a critical role. Given a
distribution over the values of F that reflect his or
her beliefs, any questions the decision maker might
have regarding the likelihood of F obtaining beyond
some critical value may be directly addressed prob-

abilistically.
Figure 2 presents two possible
Both distributions exhibit

a

most

however, distribution fl reflects

distributions for F.
likely value of 1.3;
a

greater

uncer-

tainty about the value of F than does distribution.
If the decision maker’s beliefs about the behavior
of F are represented by distribution fi, the area under f, to the left of 1.12 is the probability that F will
take on a value below 1.12. In this case, the probability is fairly large, and this may induce the decision
maker to label the decision sensitive to F, as did
Plante et al. If, on the other hand, the decision
maker felt that distribution f2 better reflected his or
her beliefs about F, he or she would examine the
area under f2 to the left of 1.12. That probability is
quite small, and could induce the decision maker to
label the decision insensitive to F.
Probabilistic SA can be extended to accommodate
the multiparametric case by the use of a joint distribution over the parameters of interest. The draw-

FIGURE 2.

Two

possible

distributions for the parameter F

back to this approach is that mathematical calculations involving probability distributions can be quite
cumbersome, especially when several parameters
are considered concurrently. To circumvent some
of the mathematical complexity involved in multiparametric probabilistic SA, Monte Carlo methods
have been employed to enable the decision maker
to directly model his or her beliefs about parameter
behavior.1s-18 Repeated simulation of a decision
model on a computer enables the decision maker
to estimate critical long-term probabilities (e.g., the
probability that some alternative is optimal) while
allowing all problem parameters of interest to vary
according to their distributions.
As a case in point, Doubilet et al. proposed a
Monte Carlo approach to probabilistic SA in the context of selecting a treatment procedure for a patient
suspected to have herpes simplex encephalitis
(HSE). 18 In their model, the decision maker’s three
alternatives were: perform a brain biopsy followed
by treatment with vidarabine only if the biopsy is
positive (B), forgo a brain biopsy and provide treatment with vidarabine (NB/T), or forgo both biopsy
and treatment (NB/NT). Outcomes were assigned
payoff values between the arbitrary endpoints 0 and
1: a payoff of zero was given to the least favorable
outcome (death of the patient); a payoff of 1 was
given to the most favorable outcome (minimal or no
sequalae). Uncertain parameters were characterized
by two quantities, a baseline estimate and a bound
on the parameter’s 95% confidence interval. In addition, the authors assumed that the parameters
were independent random variables and that the
logit transformation of each parameter was nor-

mally distributed, thereby formalizing parameter
the logit transformation is logit(X)
log[X/(l - X)] This asthat the parameters’ values range over [0, 1]. For parameters with values ranging over an arbitrary interval [a, pal,
the transformation is logit(X)
log[(X - a)/((3 - X)]
=

sumes
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Table 1

0

Results from Doubilet et al.’s Simulation for the

Herpes Simplex Encephalitis Problem’8

vide

insight

parameter

into the relative importance of specific
provided that only those parameters

sets

allowed to vary with each simulation (with all
other parameters held fixed at their base values).
When one considers the speed of today’s computers
and the ready availability of simulation software, the
prospect of repeated simulations is not prohibitive.
In addition to the estimation of long-term probabilities, probabilistic SA provides a mechanism for
the decision maker to directly examine output distributions, such as the payoff for a single alternative
or the difference between payoffs for some pair of
competing alternatives. &dquo;’0 Knowledge of the likelihood of each payoff (or payoff difference) over the
entire range of possible values enables the decision
maker to better assess the risk of an adverse outcome, or, in the case of difference in payoffs between two competing alternatives, select an alternative based upon the likelihood that its payoff will
exceed that of its competitor by some specified
are

distributions for their simulation model. Baseline
analysis revealed the NB/T option as the preferred
alternative with an expected value of 0.5907. Repeated simulation of the problem on a computer
enabled them to make probability statements about
the reliability of conclusions drawn from their baseline analysis. Some of their SA results are provided
in table 1.
The authors’ simulation results demonstrate that
the NB/T alternative is the optimal strategy 79.5% of
the time, with an average expected value of 0.563
with a standard deviation of 0.096. The B and NB/
NT strategies yield the highest expected value only
18.4% and 2.1% of the time, respectively. In terms of
stability, these results imply that when all parameters are allowed to vary according to their distributions simultaneously, there is a 20.5% chance that
the base-optimal alternative is in fact suboptimal.
The authors’ definition of &dquo;buys&dquo; and &dquo;costs&dquo; are
based upon comparisons of the payoffs of all three
strategies. An alternative showing a buy of 0.004
means that the expected value of the alternative exceeded those of all other alternatives by at least
0.004; similarly, an alternative showing a cost of
0.004 designates that the expected value of that alternative fell short of those of all other alternatives
by at least 0.004. The results provided in table 1 suggest that although the NB/T strategy can be expected
to yield the greatest expected value 79.5% of the time,
the decision maker can be only 58.3% confident that
it is best by a margin of at least 0.004. This figure is
important because it incorporates into the analysis
a measure of significance in terms of payoffs: differences in payoff of 0.004 or more are considered significant by the decision maker, whereas differences
of less than 0.004 are not. The NB/T strategy is optimal 79.5% of the time; however, the expected value
of the alternative is significantly greater than those
of the other strategies only 58.3% of the time. We
discuss this issue in more detail later.
Although Doubilet et al. performed a multiparametric SA in which all problem parameters were
allowed to vary simultaneously, repeated application
of the Monte Carlo method can be employed to pro-

amount.

Probabilistic SA for

a

realistic

problem with many

parameters requires computational software such
as that available for Monte Carlo simulation. One
troublesome question is how best to integrate information gleaned from more than one payoff (or payoff difference) distribution when the decision is not
dichotomous. Also, as with threshold proximity
measures, the subjectivity surrounding what constitutes decision sensitivity remains at issue: given that
p is the long-run probability that a given alternative
is optimal, only the decision maker can say whether
p is &dquo;sufficiently large&dquo; to call the decision &dquo;sensitive&dquo; to the parameter set under investigation.

Entropy-based Measures
The concept of information entropy&dquo; has been
as a basis for a measure of decision senzz
sitivity. 16 Given two random variables X and Y, the
expected information X yields about Y is given by the
mutual information (MI), Z3 or cross-entropy between
X and Y, defined mathematically as:

proposed

where px

=

Pr(X

=

x), P,

Y).
preferred

=

Pr(Y

=

y),

and p~,

=

Pr(X

= X, Y =

The
alternative in a decision model is a
function of the model’s parameters, so any uncertainty surrounding those parameters is inherited by
the preferred alternative. The preferred alternative
itself, therefore, can be regarded as a random variable. In this framework, entropy can be employed
to quantify the information content a given param-
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artificial random variable designating the preferred alternative. Critchfield and Willard used this approach to construct a
normalized measure of mutual information as follows.16 Given that a decision maker’s optimal decision is influenced by some parameter t and the optimal action identified by the decision maker’s
model is A (a function oft and the remaining problem parameters), they defined a mutual information
index (MII) as the mutual information between t and
A normalized by the mutual information of A with
itself:
eter carries with

respect to

an

Table 2 o Critchfield and Willard’s Mutual Information Index
Results for the Deep Venous Thrombosis

Problem 16

of 20% of the instability of the dea lot? Because the Mll measures
mutual information relative to the entropy of the
simulated decision variable A, the Mll of the entire
parameter set is naturally 100%. This normalization
masks the overall sensitivity of the base-optimal alternative to parametric variation. It is not clear from
such analysis whether the decision itself is significantly unstable, or whether high S6, values are artifacts of the normalization procedure.
The second deficiency of the MII lies in the scope
of the SA. Because of the computational difficulties
involved in calculating the conditional probability
distributions required, the Mll has not been utilized
to address the relative importance of parameter sets
of orders higher than one. In this context, insight
into parameter interaction has been sacrificed for
more detailed exploration into the information content of a single parameter.
Last, the driver of the Mil is the probability of a
decision change given some information about a parameter, where a change of decision is mandated
whenever an increase in expected value is available
by selecting another alternative. The magnitude of
that increase, however, plays no role in the final sensitivity measure. While it may be the case that some
parameter ~ contributes 20+% of the instability of
some decision model, it may also be the case that
the marginal benefit to be gained from switching
alternatives is trivial. In that event, the decision
maker must consider whether it is really worthwhile
to change alternatives. If not, can the decision truly
be considered sensitive to t? To answer this question, we must turn our attention from information
content to information value.
resents in

Critchfield and Willard proposed that So could serve
as a viable proxy for decision sensitivity to the parameter t because the sensitivity of the base-optimal
alternative A to variation in t was reflected in the
magnitude of the ratio S~. The higher the value of
S~, the more the parameter t explained about the
variability of A.
To illustrate the merit in this approach to SA,
Critchfield and Willard applied their MII to a decision model first presented by Klein and Pauker.16,24
In this model, the decision under consideration was
whether or not to administer anticoagulants to a 25year-old pregnant woman who had deep venous
thrombosis (DVT) during the first trimester of pregnancy. Outcomes were valued between the arbitrary
endpoints 0 and 100. A value of zero was given to
the least favorable outcome (death of the mother)
and a value of 100 was given to the most favorable
outcome (survival of mother and infant with no anticoagulant fetopathy). The base-optimal alternative
was to administer anticoagulants, which had an expected value of 96.655. Table 2 provides the assumed
mean and standard deviation Critchfield and Willard
used for each of the seven independent problem
parameters in their reanalysis. Using these values,
they determined beta distributions for each parameter and performed an MII-based SA, the results of
which are also provided in table 2.
Based on the results illustrated in table 2, a decision maker might presume the problem to be sensitive to the probability of pulmonary embolism and
the patient’s utility of an adverse fetal outcome, as
these two parameters contribute highly to the instability of the preferred alternative relative to the other
parameters. While it is true that the problem is
&dquo;more sensitive&dquo; to these parameters than to others,
it is not clear what this means. This is one of the
deficiencies of Mll: the subjective call the decision
maker is required to make regarding what is and is
not &dquo;sensitive&dquo; is less transparent than when using
probabilistic SA. Each of the two parameters rep-

excess

cision, but is that

An Information-value-based Measure
Consideration of the value of clairvoyance in deproblems engendered the concept of the expected value of perfect information (EVPI) .25 Within
cision
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the context of medical decision making, EVPI has
been employed primarily as a diagnostic tool for test
selection.26-29 We consider a sensitivity measure
based on EVPI to be a logical basis for a measure
of decision sensitivity. Methodologically, EVPI represents a natural extension of probabilistic SA
by focusing simultaneously on the probability of
a decision change and the change in payoff commensurate with such a decision change. Unlike the
measures of decision sensitivity examined thus far,
however, the calculation of EVPI is consistent with
both the maximization of expected value and the economic concept of marginal reasoning.
As an indicator of decision sensitivity, EVPI is per-

haps best introduced from

a

conceptual standpoint.

Consider the basic dilemma of a decision maker
faced with a problem characterized by several actions and a single uncertain parameter t. The decision maker wants to select the alternative that will
maximize expected payoff. The most visible course
of action is to solve the problem using the value of
t he or she feels most likely to obtain, call it ~o, and
then select the alternative that maximizes expected
payoff given that t = to. Suppose that alternative is
alternative ao. Using expected value notation, this
=
means that
to) = maxaE(Va I ~ = to).
However, due to the uncertain nature of t, the
decision maker faces some risk in using t = to to
determine the &dquo;optimal&dquo; alternative. If the value actually obtained by t happened to fall to the wrong
side of some threshold, then the alternative preferred under g = to would lose optimality and some
other alternative would yield a higher expected payoff. By selecting alternative ao, the decision maker
forgoes any additional payoff he or she could expect
to receive under a different alternative. For any particular value of t, this forgone payoff can be expressed as the difference max,,E(V,j~) &horbar; E(Vao I ~). Averaging over all possible values of g yields the
decision maker’s average forgone payoff, which is
the expected value of perfect information on the pa-

E(Vao I ~

rameter

t:

expected from t’s making a threshold crossing). In
this sense, EVPI succinctly encapsulates two pieces
of information decision makers typically seek from
SA. Parameters to which the decision maker considers the problem sensitive naturally correspond to
those parameters with high EVPIs, because those
parameters possess great potential both to induce a
change in the base-optimal alternative and to afford
significant marginal improvement in expected payoff
consequent to such a decision change (notice the
similarity betwen this added emphasis on marginal
improvement in payoff and the notion of &dquo;buys&dquo; incorporated into Doubilet et al.’s probabilistic SA18).
As with threshold-proximity, probabilistic, and entropy-based SA measures, the decision maker’s final
distinction between &dquo;sensitivity&dquo; and &dquo;insensitivity&dquo;
is subject to his or her personal beliefs. Unlike those
SA measures, however, in the case of an EVPI analysis, the distinction is made based upon a comparison of values in the same units as the problem’s

payoffs

(as opposed

to

distance, probability,

or some

fraction of the entropy of an artificial random variable). EVPI thereby enables the decision maker to
draw conclusions regarding the relative importance
of parameter sets based upon direct consideration
of the average marginal improvement attributable to
a (hypothetical) gain of perfect information. The labels &dquo;sensitive&dquo; and &dquo;insensitive&dquo; can therefore be
assigned based upon the decision maker’s appraisal
of whether or not perfect information could be expected to yield a significant improvement over the
payoff he or she could expect to receive without
such knowledge. To assign sensitivity labels to parameter sets based upon EVPI, the decision maker
needs only determine what he or she considers a
minimum level of significant improvement.
Although formal distinction between &dquo;significance&dquo; and &dquo;insignificance&dquo; remains a point of contention among clinical researchers,3° the idea of
identifying a minimum appreciable level of improvement is not new. The specification of minimum
significant improvement been championed by
advocates of Bayesian statistical approaches to clinical trials, and is likely to become more frequent as

Bayesian approaches gain acceptance.3132 More recently, a measure of the minimally important difference in patient health status has been proposed as
The EVPI(K) represents the average improvement
the decision maker could expect to gain over the
payoff resulting from his or her selection of alternative ao given perfect information on the parameter
k prior to the time of making the decision. It can
also be expressed as the product of the probability
of a change in the preferred alternative due to variation ink (the likelihood of ~’s making a threshold
crossing) and the average change in payoff resultant
from such a decision change (the opportunity loss

a

tool to determine whether

a

trivial

or

notable

change has occurred in a clinical tria1.33-36 For an
EVPI analysis, we believe that the minimum signifinatural threshold beand&dquo;insensitivity.&dquo; If V*is the
smallest improvement the decision maker believes
significant, then it is reasonable that he or she assign
the label &dquo;sensitive&dquo; only to those parameter sets ~
with EVPI(~) 2: V*.
cant

improvement

tween

The

serves as a

&dquo;sensitivity&dquo;

primary difficulty
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EVPI
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MI(Alt)

for that matter] lies in the mathematical

ii. Calculate the
ing A* (~I):

complexity inherent in determining expectations
with potentially complex parameter distributions. As
with probabilistic and entropy-based SA, this difficulty can be overcome by means of computer simulation. The necessary calculations, regardless of
the size of the parameter set under consideration,
fall well within the purview of contemporary decision makers armed with moderately powerful personal computers and appropriate software. Via simulation, the calculation of EVPI remains tractable for
large parameter sets, thereby enabling the decision
maker to perform meaningful and easily interpreted
single and multiparametric SAs.

EVPI

Sensitivity Analysis via Monte Carlo

Simulation
Values of EVPI can be calculated in closed form
only for problems with very simple or special structure. For most realistic decision problems, EVPI values must be numerically approximated. Because
EVPI is an expected value, it is natural and relatively

straightforward

to estimate it

simulation. In this section,
tion of how

we use

we

using Monte Carlo
give a short descrip-

Monte Carlo simulation for this

Improvement

End for
3. Estimate

lated

general, consider a decision problem whose
payoff V depends on, among other things, a sett of

EVPI(~,)

as

the average of the calcu-

improvement values.

illustrate, consider the

DVT problem. The
problem, as provided by Klein and
Pauker,&dquo; is presented in figure 3, which consolidates two figures from the original paper.
To

structure of the

There are two alternatives available to the decision maker: A = Al = &dquo;Administer anticoagulants&dquo;
and A = A, = &dquo;Do not administer anticoagulants.&dquo;
The set of parameters
where:
p
q

=

=

is ~ = f p, q,

a, m, n,

E, u},

Pr(Pulmonary Embolism)

Pr(Death ~Pulmonary Embolism)

Pr(Fetopathy)
E
Efficacy of treatment
m = Pr(Maternal Bleeding)$
n = Pr(Death I Maternal Bleeding)
a

=

=

u

purpose.

improvement achieved by us-

= Value of adverse fetal outcome

In

an alternative A. Let E(V ~ It, A) be the
decision maker’s expected payoff as a function of ~
and A. Suppose that t, = ~~i~~E, is a collection of
parameters whose EVPI we wish to calculate and let
kc be the set of remaining parameters in the problem (i.e., ~ = gj U ~~). Let A* (~,) be the optimal decision as a function of t,, and let A* be the base
optimal alternative. Expressing EVPI(t,) as expected
improvement, we have

parameters and

EVPI(~I)

Suppose

Et,c~ ~fE[Vltl, ~~, A * (~I)] - E(vl~!J ~~, A *)}
=

E!;¡ i;[Improvement using A* (~,) instead of

Rollback of the decision tree produces the following expected payoffs as functions oft and A:

A* ]

the

interested in

The Monte Carlo simulation

procedure amounts
repeatedly simulating improvement values and
averaging them. Here is a sketch of the general pro-

to

=

estimating EVPI(p,
n, E, u 1. Using

{a, q,

values from table 2 as base parameter valfind that E(VIA = Al) > E(VIA = AZ), so A*
=
A,. To estimate EVPI(t,), we would let A* (t,) be the
optimal decision as a function of t, and apply the
general Monte Carlo procedure MC1. The result is
ues,

mean

we

EVPI ( p, m) 0.0248.
Frequently, special payoff structure can allow for
a shortcut in the simulation procedure. When all
parameters are assumed probabilistically independent and the payoff function is multilinear (i.e., lin=

cedure :
MC1: General Monte Carlo Simulation Procedure
1.

we are

m). Then t, =p, m} and t&dquo;’

Repeatedly generate

random parameter values

11
2. For each

generated

i. Determine A* (ti)

E(VI ~IJ

t’, A).

as

the A

maximizing

$The authors use a single parameter to designate the Pr(Fatal
Bleed), although they provide information regarding the P(Bleed)
and Pr(Fatal

Bleed ~Bleed)

We

parameters.
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FIGURE 3.

ear
=

in each individual

parameter),

Decision tree for the

E~~ [E(V ~ ~I, ~&dquo; C

E(V ~ ~I, ~~, A), where g? is the mean value of tc.

example, in the
u} we have:

DVT

problem

with

ç~

=

{a, q,

A)]
For

n,

Deep

Venous Thrombosis

problem.

the smaller parameter set

t,

and average

over

the

resulting improvements.

E,
MC2: Shortcut Monte Carlo Simulation Procedure

1.

(Independent Multilinear Case)
Repeatedly generate random parameter values
11

2. For each

generated ~I
A* (~,) as

i. Determine

the A

maximizing

E(VI~lJ ~~, A).
ii. Calculate the

improvement achieved by

using A* (~I):
This
more

special

structure allows us to express EVPI

Improvement

simply as:
End for

The corresponding &dquo;shortcut&dquo; Monte-Carlo simulation (MC2) needs only generate random values of

EVPI(~I) as the average
improvement values.

3. Estimate

lated
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An Illustrative

Example of Sensitivity

Overestimation
Because SA methods based on threshold proximity, probability of a threshold’s crossing, and entropy
ignore the issue of changes in expected payoff, they
can dramatically overestimate problem sensitivity.
To illustrate

this, consider the decision tree in figure

4.

If the decision maker selects alternative ao, he or
she has a q chance of receiving a payoff of 1 and a
(1 - q) of receiving a payoff of zero; if the decision
maker selects alternative ai, he or she has a p
chance of receiving a payoff of 1 and a (1 - p) of
receiving a payoff of zero. Let p and q be independent with common distribution symmetric about
1/2. Some examples of distributions of this type are
provided in figure 5. We assume that the decision
maker’s base values for these parameters are their
expected values, so po = qo = 1/2. Since both actions
have optimal payoff of 1/2, the decision is a toss-up.
Consider the parameter p in figure 4. We find that
threshold-proximity SA labels the decision extremely
sensitivity to p: since the threshold for p is po, any
perturbation of p to the right or left of po will induce
the decision maker to switch between ao and a1. The
same conclusion is drawn from probabilistic SA: the
probability that ao is the optimal alternative is
1/2. Similar results are obtained under entropybased SA: regardless of the common distribution of
p and q (so long as it is symmetric about 1/2), the
value of the mutual information index is S~,A = 1 - 1
[2 ln(2)] = 0.279 (see appendix A for details). The
problem is therefore quite sensitive to p, as 27.9% of
the instability of the base-optimal alternative can be
explained by that parameter. Thus, all three sensitivity measures classify the problem as sensitive to
p. (And, of course, the identical conclusion obtains
for q.) Unfortunately for these measures, these conclusions hold regardless of how wide or narrow is
the common distribution of p and q.
An EVPI analysis paints quite a different picture.
The decision is a toss-up, but some action must be
chosen, so suppose it is a.o. If the true value of p
exceeds its base value 1/2, then action a1 should in

FIGURE 5

Some

sample

densities for parameter p (and

q)

in

fig-

ure 4.

fact have been chosen; therefore, some profit is forgone. The average forgone profit (EVPI) resulting
when action ao is taken depends directly on how
great the tendency of p is to exceed its base value
1/2. If p is unlikely to be far from 1/2, then EVPI will
be small, and the problem must be labeled insensitive to p.
This is where an EVPI analysis demonstrates a
clear advantage as a sensitivity measure. If we let a
=
E(p )p ± 1/2), then we can show that EVPI(p) =
(a. - 1/2)/2 (see appendix B for details). Consequently, as the variability of p decreases and a tends
toward 1/2, then EVPI ( p ) tends toward zero. The decision becomes less sensitive to p because the marginal benefit of changing from alternative ao to a,
becomes trivial even though the probability that a,
offers a higher expected payoff remains constant at
50%. By virtue of its joint emphasis on the probability
of a decision change and the marginal benefit afforded the decision maker as a consequence of that
decision change, EVPI presents a more accurate picture of decision sensitivity.

A Comparison of Sensitivity Measures
To demonstrate the

to which

sensitivity
analyses,
we investigate probability- and entropy-based SAs
taken from the medical decision-making literature
overestimation

degree

can occur

in real decision

and compare their conclusions with those of an
EVPI analysis.§ The problems examined include: 1)

herpes simplex encephalitis, 2)

FIGURE 4

A decision-tree

example.

deep vescreening for

recurrent

thrombosis in pregnancy, and 3)
asymptomatic bacteriuria.
nous

§As we will present a comparison of EVPI-based and threshold-proximity sensitivity analyses in a forthcoming study, we limit
our attention in this work to probabilistic and entropy-based
sensitivity analyses
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Table 3 . Probabilistic Sensitivity Analysis, Mutual Information Index Sensitivity Analysis, and Expected Value of Perfect
Information (EVPI) Analysis of the Herpes Simplex Encephalitis Model*

*Analysis

is

limited to

probability parameters

Our analyses were performed using a 60-MHz
Pentium PC running @Risk, a simulation add-on
package for Microsoft Excel. In each of the problems, we assumed all parameters to be independent
and used Latin Hypercube sampling to increase the
rate of convergence of simulated quantities. We allowed each simulation to run until the percentage
change in the mean value of all simulated quantities
held stable at less than 0.75%.

distributions and method of
Monte Carlo simulation employed by Doubilet et al.,
we reanalyzed the herpes simplex encephalitis (HSE)
decision model and performed probabilistic SA, Mil
analysis, and an EVPI analysis on a set of six parameters. Although the authors’ original model contained 20 parameters, our points regarding the different insights provided by each of these SA methods
can be made by limiting our attention to the six
probability parameters in the model. Our analytic
results are provided in table 3.
The probabilistic SA clearly illustrates that when
the variation is limited to a single probability parameter, only Overall Pr(HSE) induces deviation from
the base-optimal alternative, A2. These results also
point to a high degree of parameter interaction, as
evidenced by the marked difference in the probability that alternative Az is preferred when any one

to vary

(96.72%)

The EVPI
result that

the probabilistic SA
induces a decision
the
EVPI
is
so
small as to reflect
however,
change;
to
the
The
decision maker’s
parameter.
insensitivity
average benefit from switching alternatives in reX

same

parameter is allowed

parameters individually.

sponse to

HERPES SIMPLEX ENCEPHALITIS

Using the

ering all the Sk, values, there is a natural breakpoint
between the values 30% and 15% and the other values. It is likely, therefore, that a decision maker
would label the problem sensitive to both of these

versus

when

all six are allowed to vary concurrently (75.15%). Under probabilistic SA, the decision maker would be
motivated to label the problem insensitive to all
probability parameters singly, yet sensitive to all

probability parameters jointly.
The MII shows that 30% and 15% of the uncertainty surrounding the preferred alternative are explained by the uncertainty surrounding Overall
Pr(HSE) and Pr(Severe Sequelae), respectively. The
latter value may or may not be sufficiently high to
cause a decision maker to declare the problem sensitive to Pr(Severe Sequelae); however, when consid-

analysis confirms
only the Pr(HSE)

perfect foreknowledge

10-s-a

on

Pr(HSE) is 4.75

improvement over the payexpected from the base-optimal alter-

mere

0.008%

off of 0.5907
native. When all parameters are allowed to vary simultaneously, the EVPI for the entire parameter set
is only 1.61 X 10 4, representing an average marginal improvement of less than 0.03% of the baseline
expected payoff. This marginal benefit for deviating
from the base-optimal NB/T strategy is so trivial that
the decision maker must conclude the model to be
insensitive to variations in the entire parameter set.
This insensitivity is not captured by the probabilistic
and MII-based SAs because these methods ignore
payoff changes accompanying decision changes, and
it is the triviality of these payoff changes that make
the HSE problem insensitive to its parameters.

DEEP VENOUS THROMBOSIS

This analysis is based upon Critchfield and Willard reanalysis of Klein and Pauker’s deep venous
thrombosis (DVT) model.&dquo; In our investigation of
decision sensitivity, we employed the same distributions for input parameters as Critchfield and Willard. Our results are provided in table 4.
As illustrated in table 4, the parameters with the
highest S~ values are the probability of pulmonary
embolism and the patient’s utility for an adverse fetal outcome. Because both of these parameters contribute highly to the instability of the preferred alternative relative to the other problem parameters,
the decision maker would likely classify the problem
sensitive to these two parameters and insensitive to
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Table 4 o

the

Probabilistic Sensitivity Analysis, Mutual Information Index Sensitivity Analysis, and Expected Value of Perfect
Information (EVPI) Analysis of the Deep Venous Thrombosis Problem

remaining five. However, in this case, the large
are misleading because the entropy of the

ASYMPTOMATIC BACTERIURIA

>

SÇA values

artificial decision variable A used to normalize the

MI (A I t) values is itself small. While it is true that the
problem is &dquo;more sensitive&dquo; to variation in the probability of pulmonary embolism than any other parameter, it is a consequence of the normalization
process that makes it appear significantly sensitive
to the
not

parameter.

only to

the

In

fact, the problem

probability

of

is insensitive

pulmonary embolism,

but to the entire parameter set. This is corroborated

by the results of a probabilistic SA, but more dramatically illustrated by the results of an EVPI analysis.
When only the probability of pulmonary embolism is allowed to vary, the probabilistic SA in table
shows that the base-optimal alternative to administer anticoagulants remains optimal 97.75% of the
time. This implies the problem’s insensitivity to the
4

embolism. When all problem parameters are allowed to vary simultaneously,
the base-optimal alternative remains optimal 91.85%
of the time. In this case, however, problem insensitivity to the entire parameter set is not quite so
clear.
From the EVPI analysis provided in table 4, the
expected marginal benefit from perfect foreknowledge on the values of all problem parameters is only
0.0589. This means that, given clairvoyance on all
values of all problem parameters, the decision
maker stands to increase the patient’s expected payoff by less than one tenth of one percent of the expected payoff of 96.655 he or she would receive by
simply choosing the base-optimal alternative. This
marginal benefit is trivial and provides little incentive for the decision maker to consider the problem
sensitive to the values of its input parameters.
Our conclusion is that the DVT problem is insensitive to the set of input parameters, and therefore
to all combinations of those parameters. As was the
case with the HSE
problem, the sensitivity of the
DVT problem was overstated by entropy-based SA
and probabilistic SA because of their sole emphasis
on the probability of a decision
change.

probability of pulmonary

Wadland and Plante performed a decision analyon whether or not to screen for asymptomatic
bacteriuria in pregnancy.&dquo; Their baseline analysis
revealed the optimal alternative to be to screen,
which yielded an expected cost of $99.39 per
woman. Using threshold-proximity SA, the authors
identified the alternative to be insensitive to all nine
of the parameters they investigated. Based on the
authors’ commentary, their choice of parameter values, and the results of their SAs, we fit distributions
to the nine problem parameters and then used
these distributions to perform probabilistic SA, Mil,
and EVPI analyses.3$ The results of our analyses are
provided in table 5.
The probabilistic SA results in table 5 suggest that
the asymptomatic bacteriuria problem is insensitive
to (individual) variation in all but one of its parameters. The exception is the efficacy of therapy in
sis

preventing pyelonephritis, whose variation can be
expected to induce a change in the optimal alternative in 12.31% of cases. When all parameters are
allowed to vary concurrently, the base-optimal alternative loses optimality 31.02% of the time, clearly illustrating the sensitivity of the optimal alternative to
joint variation in the entire parameter set. The MII
measure can say nothing about total parameter sen-

sitivity. Concerning

individual parameters,

none

of

the Mil values seems large enough to raise sensitivity concerns, the largest value being only 3.08%.
The results of our EVPI analysis concur with probabilistic SA that the efficacy of pyelonephritis treatment is the single most important parameter. However, because perfect information regarding this
parameter’s value reduces expected cost by only
$1.23 (1.24% of the base-optimal cost), it is doubtful
that the decision maker would consider the problem sensitive to the efficacy of treatment of pyelonephritis. On the other hand, the expected marginal
benefit from clairvoyance on the values of all problem parameters simultaneously is $13.16, a 13.24%
cost reduction. Here is an instance in which EVPI
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Table 5 o

Results of Probabilistic Sensitivity Analysis, Mutual Information Index Sensitivity
Perfect Information (EVPI) Analysis for the Asymptomatic Bactenuna Problem

labels a problem sensitive to its entire parameter set
but not sensitive to any individual parameter. Clearly
parameter interactions are important in this case.
In this example, all three sensitivity measures
broadly agree. Probabilistic SA and EVPI label the
problem sensitive to its entire parameter set, and
they, along with the MII, detect no individual parameter sensitivity. The exception is the 12.31% probability of decision change that probabilistic SA attaches to the efficacy of therapy in preventing
pyelonephritis. We feel that this is yet another instance of sensitivity overestimation due to inappropriate focus on threshold proximity.

Conclusions
The stability of the preferred alternative identified
by quantitative models to parametric variation has
classically been addressed by threshold-proximity
SA. However, increased sophistication of decisionanalytic techniques has altered the nature of the
fundamental question driving SA. It is no longer suf-

ficient

to

ask&dquo;How far?&dquo;;

a more

appropriate

con-

is &dquo;How likely and to what effect?&dquo;
Two methods of SA, based upon probabilistic
threshold analysis and entropy, have been proposed
to meet this new sensitivity question and have been
employed in the analysis of real decision problems.
Both of these methods provide the decision maker
with useful information in the case of single-parameter SA, one in terms of the distributional characteristics of each alternative, the other in terms of
each parameter’s explanation of overall decision instability. In the multiparametric case, however, both
methods become unwieldy, and only probabilistic
SA can provide the decision maker with insight into
the likelihood that the base-optimal alternative is
long-term optimal when all parameters vary simultaneously. Neither directly addresses the issue of the
cern

Analysis,

payoff forgone by the
some
a

and

Expected Value of

where
base-optimal offers

decision maker in

alternative other than the

cases

to parametric variation
integrate &dquo;How likely?&dquo; with &dquo;To what

higher payoff due
In order to

have proposed that EVPI be employed
of decision sensitivity. We have demonstrated, by means of a simple example, that proximity-threshold, probabilistic, and entropy-based
SAs can dramatically misrepresent decision sensitivity. By our re-examination of three solved problems
from the literature, we have illustrated that the
probabilistic and entropy-based SAs performed by
the authors have in fact overestimated the sensitivity
of these problems to their parameters. These results
are consistent with the conclusions we present in a
forthcoming study of 25 threshold-proximity SAs. We
attribute this exaggeration of problem sensitivity to
the underlying focus on the probability of a decision
change without consideration of the associated ex-

effect?&dquo;,

we

as a measure

pected payoff changes.
Our conclusions echo the position enunciated a
decade ago by von Winterfeldt and Edwards, who
formulated what they called the &dquo;flat maxima
principle.&dquo; 39 In essence, the flat maxima principle
states that, upon the elimination of ordinally and
cardinally dominated alternatives, moderately sized
errors in parametric assessments do not produce
large changes in expected payoffs. Von Winterfeldt

1[Mutual information MI (A I t) can in fact be interpreted as addressing forgone payoff, but in a modified decision problem The
quantity MI(A ) §) is actually equal to EVPI(~) in a modified decision problem in which the objective is to choose an estimate of
the entire probability distribution of A, where the estimate is
valued according to a logarithmic scoring rules* One might,
however, question the reasonableness of replacing the original
decision problem by a new one in which alternatives and payoffs
are only weakly related to the alternatives and payoffs in the
original problem Why calculate a form of EVPI(~) in an artificially modified decision problem when one can calculate a more
meaningful EVPI(§) in the original problem (and usually at less

computational cost)?
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and Edwards considered the optimal payoff as a
function of parameters t, and noted for each t the
maximum of the payoff functions associated with
decision alternatives. Because maximization tends to
produce concave functions, the optimal payoff function tends to be flat near the baseline value to of C.
Consequently, variation oft about to will not usually
produce dramatic payoff changes, and decision
problems will tend to be payoff-insensitive to their
parameters. While this flatness in the optimal payoff
function does not influence probabilistic or entropybased sensitivity measures, its influence is clearly
seen in small marginal benefits accompanying a decision change which, in turn, drive down the EVPI.
Because EVPI represents the decision maker’s average improvement over the base-optimal expected

payoff

commensurate with

(hypothetical) acquiperfect
prior to the point of
decision, it is inherently meaningful to medical
practitioners trained to think in terms of marginal
benefit. The &dquo;worth&dquo; of the benefit gained is subjecsition of

6

7

8

9
10

11.

an

12

information

believe that DMs are better suited to
make marginal value judgments than to assess
whether 1.3 is &dquo;close&dquo; to 1.12 or whether an 8.15%
chance of a change in the optimal alternative is
&dquo;high&dquo; or not. In this sense, EVPI provides a more
natural environment for the decision maker to
frame subjective assessments about the impact of
parametric variation on the base-optimal alternative.
Although EVPI quantifies the average marginal benefit associated with the gain of perfect information,
it nonetheless provides a valuable upper limit of the
value of information gained from sampling or di-

tive, yet

5. O’Brien BJ, Drummond

13

14

we

15
16

6.85-92
17 Critchfield GG, Willard KE, Connelly DP Probabilistic analysis methods for general decision models. Comput Biomed
Res. 1986,19 254-65
18. Doubilet P,

19

agnostic testing.
With

regard to implementation, a multiparametric
analysis is tractable (and easily interpreted) for
large parameter sets using readily available computing resources and commercially available software. By virtue of our reanalysis of problems from
the literature, we have established that multiparametric EVPI analyses are within the range of contemporary decision makers and, hopefully, have
sparked their interest in performing such analyses
on decision problems of their own.
EVPI

20.
21
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23
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APPENDIX A
If we consider the decision tree presented in figure 3, we
notice that alternative ao gives a q chance at payoff 1 and
alternative a, gives a p chance at payoff 1. The parameters p
and q are uncertain. This results in the following expected
values:
we are letting F designate the common cumulative
function of p and q. By a well-known result, the random variables F(p) and 1 - F(p) have uniform (0, 1) distributions. Therefore, for U - Uniform (0, 1), we have:

Here,

density

Assume that p and q are independent, identically distributed
random variables with symmetric densities about the common
mode 1/2. Then the joint density of (p, q) is radially symmetric
about (1/2, 1/2) and Pr(p ? q)
1/2. We can now calculate

Integration yields Eu[U ln(U)] _ -1/4,

therefore:

=

SPALet A be the
denote Pr(A =

optimal action as a function of p and q and
ak) by Pr(a,) for k 0, 1 Then Pr(a,) _
q)
~
Pr[E(Val ~ P,
E(v&dquo;olp, q)] 1/2 and we have:
=

=

The normalization factor for SpA is the entropy of A,
We calculate this quantity to be:

or

MI(A ~ A).

which

implies that p

contributes 27.87% of the instability of
regardless of the variability of its

the base-optimal alternative
distribution about 1/2.
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APPENDIX B
Consider the decision tree presented in figure 3 and recall
that ao is the base-optimal alternative and that E[V, )p, q] = q
and E[V., I p, q] p. Since we are concerned with determining
EVPI(p), all other parameters are held fixed at base values, so
E[v&dquo;olp] = ij and E[Va,~?] p. We are now in a position to
calculate EVPI(p).
=

=

Letting a nl2 p dF(p ~I p 2: 1/2),
given that p 2: 1/2, and recognizing
its mode of 1/2 implies that F(1/2)
=

have that:
The term p - q is positive only when p > q = 1/2. Thus,
for F(p) the cumulative density function of p, we have that:
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the expected value of p
that p’s symmetry about
=

1 -

F(1/2)

=

1/2,

we

